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Foreword by Jim Kacian 
 
No one works harder to champion haibun than Ken Jones. 

 
He has written many passionate and educational articles on how 
haibun works. He has presided as judge over numerous contests. 
He has served nearly a decade as editor of Contemporary Haibun, 
as well as its internet counterpart, Contemporary Haibun Online. 
 
Through these vehicles he advocates good practice, offers 
suggestions, aims criticism, keeps an open mind, weighs 

perspective. The results: a burgeoning English-language haibun 
subculture which is approaching critical mass; haibun contests 
offered by the British Haiku Society and others; and a first 
generation of writers who recognize the need for two sets of 
skills to realize excellence in this difficult genre.   
 

In four previous volumes—Pilgrim Foxes (2001, a volume shared 
with Jim Norton and Sean O’Connor), Arrow of Stones (2002), 
Stallion’s Crag (2003) and The Parsley Bed (2006) — Jones has 
shown us how to craft his particular kinds of haibun, how to lay 
up the prose so that it has cadence and depth, how to embed 
the haiku so they sparkle like found gems. In these volumes he 

has become more than critic — he has become exemplar. 
 
And now he offers this new volume of his “haiku stories,” divided 
into five sections, each a distinct content area receiving a 
disparate vocabulary and tone, though all remain easily 
identifiable as this poet's work. He opens with poems of place, 
and conjures his own Welsh landscape and his preoccupations 

with the land. There follows a section given over to the ironic, 
followed by segments devoted to those great shapers of young 
lives, war and love, which carry equal power here. The concluding 
section, the eponymous “Stone Leeks,” offers its works, as the 
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poet says, as they come, and its refusal to summarize or conclude 
is its own rationale. These five content areas are interspersed 
with a generous selection of his freestanding haiku, which act as 
a literary sorbet. There is a resulting rhythm to be found in only 
a handful of other books, a crest and lull that carries one on, 
elemental. We know the poet is at home here, and his ease is our 
own. 
 

Stone Leeks is not everyone’s comestible. Even those who relish 
them must take care for his teeth. But they are a rare fruit, 
and those who are willing to sample will find great nourishment 
here. Bon appétit! 

 
Jim Kacian 
Winchester, Virginia 
20 January 2009 
 
 

 
Jim Kacian is founder of the Haiku Foundation and the World 
Haiku Association, owner of Red Moon Press, author of 14 
books, and editor of scores more.  
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Introduction 
 

How lonely ! 

Cultivating stone leeks 
in this world of dreams 

 
So wrote Nagata Koi, an outstanding contemporary Japanese 
haiku poet, as sensitively translated by James Kirkup and 
Makoto Tamaki. Such pronouncements break our teeth if we try 
to grind a rational explanation out of them. It is best to take 
them as they come, either swallowing them whole or just 

enjoying the flavour.  In this “world of dreams” even leeks can 
be as real and solid as stones. This book is in the spirit of Koi’s 
haiku. Things are never quite as they seem, and “reality” is not 
as real as we may suppose, and in this we can discover a new 
freedom. 
 
“More Haiku Stories” (interspersed with freestanding haiku) is 

a sequel to The Parsley Bed - Haiku Stories, published three 
years ago and since reprinted.  These “haiku stories” are, 
strictly speaking, haibun, an ancient Japanese member of the 
haiku family now being popularised in the West.  Haiku and 
haiku-like prose work together in short pieces which have a 
wide range of possibilities, extending even to the short story. 
 
At their best, haiku and haibun leave a generous space for the 

reader’s imagination, to play with what is hinted and half said. 
They have an elusive, ambiguous quality which can be strangely 
refreshing. To paraphrase Oscar Wilde, the world is in much 
too serious a state to be taken seriously. These stone leeks are 

best savoured at leisure.  
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Between the Woods and the Water 
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Goodman’s Wood 
 

When the self retires 
the ten thousand things advance 

- Zen Master Dogen 
 

Coed Gwrda.  Goodman’s Wood. But don’t be deceived by the 
name.  Gwrda  was often what the gwerin  called the Evil One, 
to propitiate him. I’ve noticed that the sheep don’t drift in, 
even in foul weather. Two hundred years ago there was some 

lead mining here – a truly hellish, poisoning occupation. 
 

Spoil heap stained red 
spilt needles  

of the crooked pine 
 

This is very much its own place. At the gate a crowd of young 

birch lure you in, with their slender silver trunks, fluttering their 
little leaves in pale sunlight. Strong characters hang out inside. 
Mainly oak, with their thick, stubborn limbs. But plenty of barbed 
blackthorn lurking in the undergrowth. Most serviceable are the 
coppice hazel, with rings of saplings sprouting from the base of 
each parent. When the parent grows old I saw it out, leaving the 
youngsters to dance around the stump.  Each then becomes a 
stump in turn, surrounding their rotting grandparent. 

 
Higher up is a stand of larch whose company I always enjoy. And 
in the high pasture beyond, only the dead. 
 

 Commanding the hill 
three dead trees 

their wild gestures 
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Up there is a disordered presence felt so strongly it’s as if I’d 
been chewing magic mushrooms. 

 
The Stare 

three blackened stumps 
seen nobody for weeks 

 
Apart from the coppicing I usually only fell trees as old and 

stringy as myself. These assassinations are a sad business, and 
sometimes worse. 
 

Chainsaw to a dying birch 
 sprayed in my face 
the blood red sap 

 

The ripping saw exposes the white flesh of the initial wedge, cut 
out to determine the angle of fall.  Then that gentle tremor of 
topmost twigs, the groan, and the awesome  crashing chaos, limbs 
outstretched, crown in the mud. The chainsaw reminds me of the 
imperial Maxim gun. Slaughter should not be so casual. In the old 
days of felling axe and two-man saw the odds were more even. 
The forest wore out the woodman by his ‘thirties. Nowadays, in 
our valley, you’re not ready for the grave until you can no longer 

spin your starter lanyard. 
 

Limbs twisted by arthritis 
for him 

no clear fell 
 

The ash are already grey winter skeletons when others are still 
flaunting a few leaves. One with a lot of attitude stands alone in 

a clearing, challenging and enigmatic.  Whenever I pass we  eye 
one another up and down. This tree is younger than I’d usually 
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fell, but we do need to liven up our stack with some top quality 
logs. As the old saw has it: 

 
 Ash wet or ash dry 

For a queen to warm her slippers by ! 
 

Hands in pockets, I would stroll round the tree, trying to get 
some sense out of it. One afternoon, the forest floor dappled 

with sunlight and frost, I decide to do the deed – now !  But I 
miscalculate the direction of fall. The tree remains upright, with 
my saw defiantly gripped in its jaws.  It needs a friend’s to free 
mine and bring down the tree. Even then it clings tenaciously to 
its neighbours.  With a third man, in gathering darkness, we 
wrestle it to the ground. 
 

I’ve left quite a prominent stump, to encourage some sprouting 
life.  It stands among the ruins of the brash with a look of fresh-
faced surprise.  My wife, visiting the scene of the crime, 
exclaims: “Cover that face !” 
 

Moonlit glade 
the snow white stump 

still bleeding resin 

 
 
Gwerin -  the Welsh countryfolk 
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Marsh’s Pool 
 

Glazed picture 

gathering the reflections 
of my study 

 
I found the wood engraving in a charity shop. Early nineteenth 
century and reminiscent of Samuel Palmer, but the 
craftsmanship much inferior and the artist’s name 
indecipherable. “Marsh’s Pool”, wherever that may be.  The 
Taoist atmosphere attracted me -- a cabin or cottage, with a 

veranda, looking out on a small lake surrounded by pines, 
 

Deeply etched 
a tiny figure 

beneath a lightly graven moon 
 

No sooner was the picture hung on my study wall than, on 

moonlit nights, I am transported off to dream on that veranda.  
In the early dreams it felt that I was taken there because of 
something unresolved  or to answer some unknown question. The 
dreams were as disturbed as my waking life. 
 

My soft moon shadow 
dissolved 

by scudding clouds 

 
Next morning I’d anxiously examine my rustic doppel-gänger 
through a magnifying glass, but the engraving is rough and 
unclear and he gives nothing away. Neither are any clues to be 
found elsewhere in the print. A vacant T,the wooden jetty 
thrusts out in moonshine. 
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However, with successive dreaming I have begun to settle more 
peacefully into the picture, and to become as much one with it 
as the little figure appears to be.  In deep contentment I have 
become the dream that place dreams. 
 

 Inside this lacquer frame 
wandering pine needle paths 

I warm to other dreams 

 
Eventually, moved by gratitude, I give the picture away to a 
deeply disturbed person, that she, too, may dream herself back 
into some peace of mind. 
 
Years later, now settled back in Wales, I have lost track of 
both the print and the person to whom I gave it. But I have 

found Marsh’s Pool, standing out incongruously on the map 
among the Welsh place names. It lies in Montgomeryshire, some 
two miles north-east of the village of Llangurig.  You can reach 
it only by rough paths.  Everything is indeed as in the print, 
except that there’s no one there on the veranda.  Apart, of 
course, from me. 

Printed on water 
the shadow 

of a summer’s day 
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The Pull of the Tide 
 

From the mountain ash 

another year 
of crimson berries 

 
It can be reached by a twisting, overgrown forest track. Even 
when you have walked it many times, imagination still lurks 
around each vanishing bend. And then the dreamt lake, with its 
grassy islets.  Long and narrow, its upper end forever out of 
sight, in mist or summer haze.  Perhaps that is the other way 

out from this desolately beautiful upland of tussock and bog.  
Years ago I funnelled my brother’s ashes into one of his empty 
champagne bottles and hopefully flung it in that direction. 
 

Sky blue and clinker built 
moored and waiting 

her owner 

dead 
 
The boat and its mooring chain are, as it were, inherited.  On 
sunny days I make my way through the reeds and clamber 
aboard, baling out the rainwater. 
 

Worn old keel 
 the lift of the water 

the pull of the tide 
 

Over the exit stream is a rickety footbridge, which has to be 
crossed one at a time.  On the hill opposite a ruin is being slowly 
devoured and spat out by the westerlies.  Disgwylfa – The 
Lookout.  Stones trickle from its sightless windows.  
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The few small irregular fields are bounded by banks of coppice 
hazel gone wild, and hoary ant hills, each its own long shadow, 
dot the pasture. A landscape worn thin and pressing close.  
 
A track up onto the moor fades out among nettles, bracken, and 
small yellow flowers. 

Charnel ground 
beneath the turf 

 singing bones 
 

Last year a visiting shaman friend crooned along with them. My 
deafness saddened her. But in this bleak landscape, which can 
only be swallowed whole, it is the skylarks that I hear. 
 

Autumn ebbing 

a broken fence 
wanders through yellow gorse 
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Let Me Be 
 

Every creature covers the ground it stands on, no more and no 
less. It never falls short of its completeness --Zen Master 
Dogen. 

Its green face 
scarred with scree 

an ancient hill 
  
 The place where I encountered her haunts me no less than the 
meeting itself. 

 
 An hour long struggle through dense thickets, waterlogged 
underfoot, and infested by all the ticks and midges of a hot 
Highland summer. Beyond, I enter a primeval woodland lying 
between loch and crag.  
 
 A graceful spout from some higher lake comes swishing down 

through the trees, the  great boulders and waist-high ferns.  I 
follow the tracks which the deer have ploughed through the 
black, peaty soil.  And from time to time I pause, to let in the 
stillness. In this wilderness and solitude, an animal neither 
young nor old, brave nor fearful, strong nor weary. 
 
 And then, I see her. She is climbing the crag ahead up a steep 
deer track, agile and sure-footed. Fawn shirt and matching 

slacks, brown shoulder length hair, and – decidedly odd – not 
even a day sac. To catch her up I climb the bare rock over to 
the left -- a granite boiler plate, sticking to my boots, clinging 
to my fingers. 

 
 We break out onto the same grand view. Big, empty country, 
teeming with red deer – the hinds flowing through the landscape, 
and the occasional antlers on the skyline. Amid a scatter of silver 
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lochans  bleached granite outcrops  rise above heather, tussock 
and bog. The ruling summit, an elegant rocky cone, lies some two 
or three miles distant. Country which challenges even the walker 
with map-and-compass  -– of which she appears to have neither. 
 
 She turns to me a strong, intelligent face  -- or what’s left of 
it.  Half of it is cruelly disfigured as if by the claws of some 
beast. In a soft and even voice: “Let me be.”  I know I nodded; I 

hope I smiled. She turns again, and, in awe, I watch her loping 
away light-footed across a  boulder field,  deeper into the 
interior. 

Day’s end 
the face of the mountain 

flames and fades 
 

 
 

Boiler plate: Climbers’ jargon for a large, inclined rock slab. 
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Limpet Stew 
 

Rank grass spurts – 

 the bracken fronds uncoil   
and so time passes 

 
At my back, the stony cove of Port an t-Sluichd. Before me, a 
rough sward some thousand yards across. It is girdled by dense, 
stunted  woods clinging to heather covered crags. The only way 
down into this Gaelic Shangri-la is by a few precipitous paths 
gouged out by the deer. Beyond lies an hour’s slog up a boggy 

valley which finally reaches a rough stalker’s path and then 
another hour to the road. 
 
An unknown place, difficult to find. Yet once there, some old 
pull of gravity roots me, some older peace holds me here. 
 

Solitude 

comfortable 
as an old jacket 

 
But this is not the whole story. I am not altogether alone. “Fish 
or die !” ordered the land agent. Scattered about are more than 
half a dozen roofless  houses of crofters forcibly cleared from 
the inland glens to be replaced by sheep.  Fine crafted masonry 
of poor, forgotten men.  Over the years poverty tightened its 

grip.  In hungry winters they hammered limpets from the rocks 
at low tide and ate limpet stew to stay alive. Finally, some two 
hundred years ago, they were forced to board the emigrant 
ships, to a piper’s lament. 

Township of stones 
sorrow, silence 

and the breaking waves 
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Haiku 
 

 

 

 

Welsh winter 

the drift of wood smoke 

through thin rain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the mossy stumps 

of a wind troubled wood 

we argue climate change 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Hollow ruin 

the keep 

filled with winter sun 
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Smallholdings 

their shabby mail-boxes 

gathered at the cross roads 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ancient burial mound 

the circling shadow 

of a butterfly 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The warmth of small red bricks 

shaped and softened 

by the years 
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The wind murmurs in the trees 

the shadows grow restless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beyond the forest 

the lake 

and longing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blackened stumps 

and amputated crotches 

clear fell at dusk 
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Felling swamp willow 

the fresh faced stumps 

stand about and stare 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

On the slate roof 

tiny birch leaves 

scattered by the tilting world 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kidney shaped 

the sandbank narrows 

with the rising tide 
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Last train 

its long shadow 

racing over frozen fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The gate 

the padlock 

and on a hook 

the key 
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Theatre of the Absurd 
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Poisson Clumping* 
 

“You are here” 

across the map 
an extravagant scrawl 

 
Jaded already by too many “things to see and do”. But between 
the dinosaur park leaflet and the stalactite grotto there’s one 
that catches my eye.  Enjoy the Excitement of Probability 
Theory – Random Tourism for All the Family. 
 

We are directed to an obscure bus stop behind the station. 
Transports Existentiales – Découvrez la France Profonde.  The 
novel ticket machine throws a pair of dice behind a  glazed 
screen and then prints out our numbers – a lucky 6 : 6. Our 
driver checks the tickets against a grid reference, and we’re 
off. 
 

“Votre destination !  Bonne journée; soyez stoique !”  We are 
dropped in the square of a drab, closed up farming village, with 
a seat beside the war memorial. 
 

Between “Le Coq Sportif” 
and “Le Boeuf Agile” 

an angel weeps 
 

Among the gesticulating saints in the gloom of the church we 
find a helpful sounding tract: “Pourquoi le Mal et la 
Souffrance?”  Opposite, the Mairie offers the alternative of 
liberty, equality and fraternity. Framed in scabby plane trees 
which have been severely disciplined is a deserted terrain de 
boules . A sudden shower of rain darkens the sand. There’s 
nobody about, and the Blue Guide doesn’t even mention this 
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place. A faint aroma of dung, diesel and drains hangs in the 
damp air.   

Among farmyard weeds 
iron skeletons 

rust away 
 

Hours pass… And slowly, the peace of just-how-it-is begins to 
sink in. 

 
Sunlight and shadow 

feigning a smile 
on the angel’s face 

 
Towards evening it all starts to come to life. Shutters rattle up, 
citizens appear, and the Coq Sportif opens its door. A Sartrean 

waiter, in a black turtle necked sweater, says they’ve been 
expecting us. A couple of black coffees, and Calvados on the 
house with Georges Brassens, Edith Piaf and Juliette Greco 
singing their hearts out.  Le clumping en rose. 
 

Under the plane trees 
arthritic oldies 
toe giant dice 

 
 

• A term in probability theory: random events tend to 
occur in batches.  
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Seat 16 
 

Through  

The Looking Glass 
a high speed train 
racing backwards 

 
I didn’t notice it at first, what with the anxious bustle of 
passengers stowing their bags, and flapping about with those 
long card tickets, crammed with information. No problem 
matching mine to its seat: “voiture 15 place 15”. No one is 

struggling to claim seats 16 to 19. Which is because, to my 
amazement, they are not there. But where have they gone ?  
Here is our huge Train de Grande Vitesse creeping out of Lille 
Europe, a streamlined beauty bound for the Riviera at  200 mph 
--  and carrying four metaphysical seats. The occupants of 
seats 20 to 23, which are where 16 to 19 should  be, seem quite 
unperturbed. They go on reading. Quite a spread: Figaro, Le 
Canard Enchaîné and Le Monde Diplomatique. As we speed 
across the plains of Picardy an uneasy sun  shifts  on the 
elegant white and beige upholstery of empty seat 20 – or is it 
really seat 16 ? 
 
Nonchalantly I explore my own coach and the adjacent ones. 
Mine alone has four more seat numbers than any other, yet 
carries the same number of seats. Ah, the ticket collector !  He 

just shrugs: L’actualité, monsieur, souvent c’est bizarre. At this, 
Le Monde Diplomatique is lowered just enough to reveal a 
goatee beard and an ironic gaze: Soyez stoîque, mon brave !  he 
grins. 
 
I begin to suspect some Gallic conspiracy.  Yet at some time 
senior officials of the august Société Nationale des Chemins de 
Fer must have felt obliged to create this très grande 
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perturbation in the whole booking and statistical system by 
making four seats vanish and adding four more to this one coach 
of this one train. What dreadful scandal or tragedy had 
overwhelmed seats 16 to 19 of coach 15 and, presumably, their 
occupants ?  

Faster than thought 
here and gone 

an ancient church and steeple 

 
I ease my way along to the bar. And the possibility of a 
sympathetic listener.  D’un certain âge, she is chic, witty and 
game for a bit of drôllerie  about Gallic logic. In my reckless 
French I joke about the roundabouts and bypass of the little 
town of Descartes, in Poitou, where you always end up where 
you started.  Then stop mid-sentence.  Her ticket ! Between two 

black gloved fingers: “voiture 15  place 16”. 
 

The long shriek … of the electric horn 
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Dada                                            
 
In The Guide Book 

keeping his place 
a manicured finger 

 
In the middle of the gallery is Marcel Duchamp’s chess board. A 
game has been opened. Some of the pieces are recognisable.  
But others are not. I move a knight. Madame responds with a 
feather stuck in a cork, devising her own rules. Since we are in 
love, the game is endless. We never reach checkmate. 

 
We turn to the pictures.  Each portrays a group of ordinary 
people. But none has fixed his or her gaze where you’d expect. 
Their slanting stares escape the frame, discomfiting the 
viewer.  We escape to the next gallery – of classic paintings in 
the Permanent Collection. But – even here… 
 

Embarrassed 
by the stare 
of the nude 

in oils 
 

Overdosed on Dadaism, we hasten out down the stone steps, 
hoping a little fresh air will restore our perceptions. But even 
the guardian lions are not as when we went in. 

 
Fierce stone lions 

kittenish now 
their soft paws 

 
We learn from the guide book that a local saint, Wandrille, was 
a great shape shifter and miracle worker and could be reached 
by a no. 31 country bus. Could he be our surreal remedy ? The 
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towers, spires, and  pinnacles of his abbey have been bleached 
and battered by time, Reformation and Revolution. 
 

Anointed by pigeons 
the headless saint 
gazes down at us 

 
St Wandrille’s cv is impressive. A courtier of the 7th century 

Frankish king Dagobert, he was betrothed to a beautiful 
Merovingian princess.  However, on their wedding night each 
swore to follow a separate and celibate holy life for the rest of 
their days. We light candles at two euros apiece and buy a good 
luck medallion. 
 
Waiting for the no 31 back to the city. 

 
Concrete bus shelter 

built to withstand 
very long waits 

 
A whole hour has passed. A chance for our Saint of the Absurd 
to do his stuff. Madame gives his medallion a good rub.  We 
hadn’t noticed the little Citroen stopped in the lay-by, its driver 

on his mobile phone.  No, he’s not surprised when we ask for a 
lift. A tonsured Merovingian insurance agent onto Head Office. 
Well, why not ? 

Above the hotel door 
a grinning gargoyle 

no more than its shadow 
 
 

Dadaism – An international movement in the arts. Its name was 
“found in a lexicon – it means nothing. This is the meaningful 
nothing, where nothing has any meaning.”   
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Haiku 
 
 
 
 

 
In its onyx goblet 

a sprig of red azaleas 

spellbound 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staring amazed 

at the emptiness 

of my empty chair 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knife, fork and spoon 

to each guest 

some equidistant geometry 
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In the empty tea urn 

the echo 

of a single Plop ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zen garden 

each random stone 

present in its place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daybreak 

across the silent city 

the melancholy call 

of a diesel 
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Slides and swings 

left to themselves 

slides and swings no longer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a moss clad clearing 

dappled in sunlight 

the Green Man 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dangling from her rear view 

the clack ! clack ! 
of that wooden cross 
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Wound round  

the lion’s mossy head 

a crown of keys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three sagging gutters 

just make it 

to the down pipe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grey sycamore 

fallen in yellow leaves 

and melancholia 
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War 
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“We Shall Never Surrender ! ” 
(Winston Churchill) 

 

Fluffy clouds 
shape shifting 

into parachutes 
 

The church bells clang out as they must have done in the old 
days of border warfare. Gwyn, our champion fell-runner, 
charges off to light the beacon up on the Moel. 
 

All the usual divisions in our local war effort are forgotten.  For 
a start, there’s the Red Dragon which flies in front of the 
Prince of Wales (again, is it Owain Glyndŵr or “Mr Windsor”?) 
and the Union Flag which Parson King flies from his church 
tower. But not today. 

 
Peaceful morning 
both flags so limp 

you can’t tell which 
 

Mind you, Caradoc ap Rhys, landlord of the Prince of Wales pub, 
has won one concession. All orders shall be shouted in Welsh, in 
order to confuse the Germans (and probably half the village).  
 
Then there’s the chapel folk, unhappy that the LDV are doing 
their training at the Prince of Wales, instead of the 
Temperance  Hotel.  However, my uncle Joseph, who’s a chapel 
deacon, is the kind of Old Testament patriarch who can get 

everyone to pull together. Tall and gaunt he is, with his shock of 
white hair, and stiff in his shiny leather gaiters. 
 
It’s thanks to uncle Joseph I can sport an LDV armband (for we 
don’t have uniforms yet), even though I’m not yet out of short 
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pants. Of an evening I’m allowed a little table by the bar parlour 
fire. A pile of candles on the one hand and a box of shotgun 
cartridges on the other. Into each cartridge I pour melted 
candle grease to solidify the pellets.  It kills Nazis better that 
way. 

In his glass case 
a stuffed pike 

awaits the Apocalypse 

 
The targets are life sized Huns cut out of plywood. They wear 
identical Hunnish scowls. Obligingly, each has a black bull’s eye 
painted on his tunic, and leans nonchalantly against the hedge, 
waiting to be shot. 
 
So, when the bells peal out I jump onto my bike and head for 

the winding lane which comes down through the woods into the 
village. I take a roll of piano wire out of my saddle bag and 
stretch it taut at motorcyclist height between two marked 
trees.  My hero, Tommy Jones, put me up to this. Quarryman, 
communist and veteran of the International Brigade. “Duw, duw, 
man – there’s no easier was to behead your fascist”. (Or anyone 
else, he might have added).  Then back to the Temperance 
Hotel, which Colonel Pugh has designated as a Strong Point.  I 

gather an armful of plates from the big dresser and go back 
into the lane. 

To halt a panzer 
fine bone china 

turned face down 
 

Tommy says the tank commander will pause just long enough to 
think the road’s been mined. Long enough for us to smash a few 
molotov cocktails through the air intake grill. The bottles are 
stored in the tŷ bach, much to the disapproval of Miss Jemima 
Prytherch, propriatrix of the Temperance.  You just fill ‘em 
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with paraffin and stick a  simple wick down the neck as a 
primitive fuse. Horribly dangerous (which my mother doesn’t 
know). – either to the tank or to the assailant. Colonel Pugh sent 
the empties from his cellar up at the Plâs. A lot of Niersteiner 
Gutes Domtal, returned to sender.  At the same time Tommy 
and his quarryman comrades will shove a tram rail into the 
sprockets to try and strip off the track. And then the following 
tank will spray us all with bullets. 

 
No, we’re not playing at war. Few other villages are prepared to 
do what we’ve opted to do. At the Memorial Hall meeting, 

shortly after the news of Dunkirk, almost everyone agreed. And 
we all know what the Wehrmacht has done in Poland and 
elsewhere to the men, women and children of communities that 
put up a fight. 

 
The old brick wall 
pitted and scarred 

at heart height 

 
 
 
LDV   -- Local Defence Volunteers – forerunners of the Home 
Guard. 
Tŷ bach – outside privy. 
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The Liberation of Europe 
 

Monet’s water lilies were yesterday. Tomorrow, the creamy 

limestone of a ruined abbey by the Loire. But today is what 
they call the Tourisme de Mémoire. 
 
Near the entrance, in laundered khaki and field grey, waxworks 
with real guns stand about indifferent.  But there are lots of 
videos, where reliving liberation is easier on the feet. Second 
time round – the same pill box, torched again. The camera in the 
screaming Stuka shoots the terrified refugees. And the roar of 

Spitfires in Our Finest Hour is punctuated by bored infants’ 
screams.  

Thumbs up and grinning 
sixty years later 

nobody smiles back 
 

 Liberated from a death camp, and begging next to the Café, a 

shrinking skeleton stares out from his photo. 
 
In the shop you can use The Allied Commanders as fridge 
magnets, or take home a Tiger tank.  

 
D-Day jigsaw 

reassemble Omaha Beach 
four hundred pieces 

 
Outside, all spotless lawn and smooth cube buildings. The flags 
of Europe hang bland and reassuring.  Its peoples crowd their 
car park, subdued by that nightmare of the past thrust into the 
grateful present. 
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Moonshine at Fort Blackrock 

 
Sentry go 
 the fear 

of another shadow 
joining mine 

 
At night you can’t be too careful here. Military misfits  who 
might give trouble elsewhere end up being posted to 190th Coast 
Battery.  We are greeted by the stony faced architecture 
which the Victorians favoured for prisons, work-houses, lunatic 
asylums – and forts. Except that this fort on the headland is 
now so closely invested by gorse bushes and scrub birch that 
it’s better placed for taking pot-shots at rabbits than 

challenging the battleships of the Great Powers. 
 

Star shaped 
our crouching battery 
awash with moonlight 

 
Pushing open the heavy steel door of no.3 casemate, I give a 

cautious clenched fist salute. Bernard (Eton and King’s), has 
draped himself elegantly across the breech of the obsolete 9.2 
inch gun. Cushy job in the quartermaster’s store. His 
unbuttoned battledress displays that fine cloth normally 
reserved for officers. Condemned to coarse serge – how it 
chafes us “Other Ranks” ! 
 
 Opposite is Taffy: short and wiry. He draws bitterly on a damp 

Woodbine. The smell mingles with the sweet yellow scent of 
gorse, and a dash of gun metal grease. Taff is the only member 
of our Party Cell with authentic proletarian credentials.  
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Squatting in the gun layer's seat is Helmut, with his thick 
Mitteleuropa accent: “Cobrades, vee must make a sacreefice. “  
Helmut is a seriously dangerous revolutionary -- given half a 
chance. Brooding over Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Programme 
in the Junior NCOs’ Mess, he’d be better off with Hasek’s Good 
Soldier Schweik, which is my own favoured guide to military 
subversion. And wasn’t it Justice Shallow, in Shakespeare’s 
Henry IV, who gave me the idea, as battery pay clerk, of 

creating paper soldiers, drafting them in from obscure colonies, 
and then immediately sending them off on sick leave with lavish 
expenses – all proceeds to the Daily Worker  Fighting Fund ? 
 

Their papers all in order 
my well-paid army 
men in the moon 

 
For  Helmut this is no more than further evidence of my petty 
bourgeois deviationism. Like Bernard’s laborious scam of 
bisecting  blankets with a razor blade and then selling off the 
unaccounted half of his skinny stock.. 
 
It is the height of the Cold War, with rumours of Soviet spy 
trawlers in the Solent.  Our plan is to emulate the Kronstadt 

mutiny in the October Revolution, hoist the hammer and sickle, 
and welcome the comrade sailors into the fort. But what to do 
with our officers ?  Helmut and Taffy want to shoot them, in 
time-honoured fashion. But, like Bernard (“That’s not cricket, 
you know!”)  I’m in favour of just locking them up in the NAAFI. 
The argument grows heated.  Helmut glares reproachfully at 
the crossed muskets sewn on my sleeve. Qualified to kill people 
at long range with minimum fuss. (“Take every opportunity for 

small arms training” the District Secretary had told us). I 
excuse myself; it’s time for me to get back to the guardroom 
and wake up my relief sentry. 
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From the wall-walk the outlines of warships at anchor and the 
winking lights of Portsmouth.  
 

Destroyer torpedoed 
by a phosphorescent trail 

of moonlight 
 

A familiar figure is making its way unsteadily across the drill 

yard. Our battery commander, Major A.B. de C. ffoulkes, R.A.  A 
dapper, florid faced little man, he has a habit of intercepting 
my Daily Worker  when it is delivered at the battery office 
each morning.  Famous for its racing tips and crossword.  I 
recall that in the officers’ mess this evening the class enemy 
have been celebrating His Majesty’s birthday. I cut to a smart 
salute, the moonlight flashing on my solitary white stripe and 

blanco’ed lanyard. 
 
      “G’ evening, Jones. Dash’d good cartoon in the Worker this 
morning, eh ?” 
      “Yessir !”  
      “You’re a bloody good NCO; got a grip on the men.” His voice 
drawls into absent-mindedness. “Carry on, bombardier, carry 
on!” The gravel crunch of ammunition boots. 

 
Moonlit echo -- 

great guns reduced 
 to mouldy cheese 
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La Libération 

 
Par un voile de sueur 
clair et blanc le sable 

de la Voie Pèlerine 
 

Through a veil of sweat 
the dazzling sand 

of the Pilgrim Way 
 

Beneath a livid summer sky, in slow and choiceless solitude, day 
by day we walk this boundary between two worlds. We two 
miquelots  trudging the ancient pilgrim route from Winchester 
cathedral to Mont Saint-Michel. One hundred and fifty miles, 

StJames’s scallop shells sewn on our packs.  And on the route 
itself not a soul, till, on the 21st day, that lost Flemish 
pharmacist. 
 
 On the one hand is the world of the past, as we walk through  
D-day memories. Titanic, heroic and reassuringly simple. “No 
one to give orders to except a herd of cows”, growls General 

Maxwell Taylor of the American 101st Airborne, dropped on a 
dark night into an orchard close to our route. He clicks his tin 
“cricket” once and two clicks back from behind the hedge 
announces one of the 15,000 others, half of whom were shortly 
to be killed or wounded. 

War memorial 
the worn names 

pitted with shrapnel 

 
Baguettes and camembert in the shade of tombstones. 
Angoville-au-Plein changed hands three times in three days. 
Inside its eleventh century church, bloodstained pews and 
bullet marks. Here Kenneth Moore and Robert Wright, US army 
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medics, tended eighty American and German solders – and one 
French child.  

 
Army Surplus – 

“Shell Wound Dressing” 
5 euros 

 
The more ancient past is embodied in the lost churches and 

wayside crosses which thread our route. Noragh offers a wild 
flower in memory of Thadeus, an Irish pilgrim.  Vowed to 
silence, in 1653 on his journey home he was robbed and 
murdered  at this cross roads. Here, in the cool of a shabby 
little bar, an old man is polishing glasses. “M’sieu, madame – 
bonne route !”  
 

In mouldering churches stand the pilgrim saints, battered and 
armless. Like Saint  Roch,  his trouser leg pulled up as usual to 
reveal  his plague pustules in faded polychrome..   
 

To a stone pilgrim 
stained with bird shit 

the brightness of this candle 
 

Croissants and café au lait, each morning the pilgrim route 
awaits us, ten to fifteen miles ahead, skilfully wriggling free of 
tarmac and traffic. Just a few cobalt blue waymarks dabbed on 
the odd tree and gatepost. At the day’s end, whatever food and 
lodgings present themselves – and sometimes quite grand: 
 

Heraldic nouvelle cuisine 
crossed carrots, quartered 

on a big square plate 
 

From time to time we get startling glimpses of that other world  
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of speed and choice, on a route nationale.  All wound up, cars 
and people in their hundreds, whizzing madly, back and forth. 
And sometimes at day’s end we meet the tourists.  A gentle but 
puzzled American couple: “Are you walking to keep fit, then ?” 
 
Finally comes the traditional three mile walk and wade across 
the sands and inlets. Ahead rises our Celestial City in all its 
invincible splendour, now a “World Heritage Site” with three 

million visitors a year. 
 

Across the bay 
a windscreen dazzle 

Saint Michael’s parked cars 
 
 But not our journey’s end, as Jean Debruyanne, a seasoned 

French pilgrim, reminds us:- I shall be a pilgrim and, in wearing 
out my boots, I shall wear out my ingrained habits of thought 
and feeling. I go not so much to the end of the way as to the 
end of my self. 
 

Distance has swallowed the sea 
and on the far horizon 

cockle pickers 
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Haiku 

 

 

 
Army surplus 

I finger the hole – 

Bullet or moth ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tongue of flame 

the coiled wick 

in its flask of yellow oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tipped on its back 

an old wheelbarrow 

its soft tyre 
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Iron crow bar 

I finger 

its sledge hammered head 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pock marked target 

this rusty stag 

an iron plate bolted to its heart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terrorist chainsaw 

the woodlice flee 

the stricken log 
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Under a grey roof 

of fish-tailed slates 

the sightless catch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cresting the hill 

a line of ragged spearmen 

sitka spruce at dusk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disputed boundary 

a sagging wire 

festooned with wool 
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From the great corpse 

we hack our fire wood 

heaping up white flesh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grinding steeply up the hill 

a broken dry-stone wall 

its gritted teeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behold 

an armoured knight 

his body wood and satin 
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4 

 

Love 
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Belle Epoque 
 

A lover’s morning delight. The hostess gone out for an hour. Yet 
her presence remains in the pictures, ornaments, books, clothes 
and décor. Each finds its own voice in the silence, echoing the 
intimacy and strangeness of it all. In bed I stir my tiny cup of 
Turkish coffee, thick and sweet. 
 

But always, confound it !  that copy of Géricault’s huge painting  
“The Raft of the Medusa”, screwed into the wall between the 
two windows looking over the park.  A great deal of shipwrecked 
alarm and despondency. It was a gift to Anna from her husband 
the colonel, after he left to command some gloomy fortress on 
the eastern frontier.  “A nice big scarecrow, my dear.” 

 
Iron bedstead 

 foaming sheets and pillows 
a lovers’ raft 

 
Playfully Anna has declined to cover the picture. However, 
Franz, the actor-manager, has entertained us all by casting 
each of us, the three lovers, as one of the gesticulating 
castaways. (Franz, Ladislaw and I do, of course, know one 
another in the town –- discreet gentlemen, each visiting on his 
own day of the week). 
 

Even more disturbing is the colonel’s white tunic, watching us 
from the back of the bedroom door. A warning clack every time 
the door opens and closes. His presence always somewhere 
about. 

Sky darkens, birds fall silent, 
the crunch 
of gravel 
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Anna declines to move the uniform. “Don’t worry,” she laughs, 
“he would do no more than horsewhip an intellectual”. 
 
Elsewhere he is pictured outside our railway station, standing at 
the salute. Anna is next to him, with her mysterious smile. And 
a delightful jugendstil dress which Franz had brought back 
from the Flöge sisters’ salon in Vienna.  In the centre stands 
our crop headed Father of the Nation, beneath a banner 

inscribed LAND, LABOUR & FAMILY.  Meanwhile, in the 
matrimonial bed we celebrate LIBERTY, EQUALITY & 
FRATERNITY. 
 
I am now more curious than scared of the presence of the 
colonel’s absence. 

 

Erect 
 beyond words 

his wooden boot trees 
 

Lying face down in one of Anna’s bedroom drawers is his photo. 
 

An enigmatic man 
solid  inside 

his art nouveau frame 
 

Beneath the glass a dried alpine flower. And next to it a 
necklace with a small silver cross. Anna is already une  femme  
d’ un certain age.  They have been married for some twenty 
years; no children. Our raft of lovers begins to seem no more 
than fleeting entertainment.   
 

And now all over Europe the lights are going out. As a foreign 
national I depart on the last train.  
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August 1914 
the porcelain shepherdess 

her smile 

 
 

Belle Epoque: The three decades in  Europe before the 
outbreak of the First World War – a period of great optimism 
and cultural and social achievement. 
 
Géricault’s painting is a romantic melodrama of the  ordeals of 
the survivors of the French ship “Medusa”, which foundered in 
the Atlantic in 1816. 
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Untidy Loves 

 
“PUBLIC LIBRARY.” 

the bold letters 
the full stop 

 

Out from the central issue desk the book stacks radiate order. 
Here life is  sternly controlled by the   Dewey Decimal Subject 
Classification, Cutter’s Cataloguing Rules, and the Browne Issue 
System, with a little help from Mr Diggle, the Branch Librarian. 
In fact, it’s Doris, the Chief Assistant, who keeps the place 
going.  Tall and ungainly, a middle aged spinster with frizzy hair. 
She is a good sport, and prefaces all her orders with “Would 
you like to…. ?” 

 
Of the three Junior Assistants I am the most junior – and the 
oldest. To me fall the humble morning tasks of topping up the 
jar of ”Limpit” book repair gum, blacking out the racing results 
in the newspapers. And, most important, changing the date. 
 

Rubber stamp 

its revolving days 
inked in Permanent Black 

 
Before we open, all the books have to be tidied back and lined 
up into their appointed places, to three points of decimals. 
Except the unholy trinity of “Romances”, “Crime” and 
“Westerns” – all three intrinsically disorderly. 
 
Mr Diggle rarely ventures out from his office, lurking behind 
his roll-top desk. Sometimes he lures me in for a chat about 
Philosophy. For “-isms” and capital letters reassure him. He 

peers earnestly through the pebble lenses of his steel rimmed 
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spectacles. A small, faded man in crumpled pin-stripe, his lank 
black hair lightly Brylcreamed. 
 
Six days a week, in quiet solemnity, we stay open till eight,  
 

In bright lit silence 
the echo of small sounds 

inching towards closing time 

 
One  evening I go into the empty office to lock up the day’s 
overdue fines.  Searching his desk in search of a missing key, at 
the back of the bottom drawer, a packet of Durex “Gossamers”. 
Hardly less surprising is  “Anna Karenina”, concealed behind his 
Schopenhauer, Kant and the rest, and keeping company with Dr 
Marie Stopes’s Married Love. 

 
And then, one tea break, I catch Doris deep into Madam Bovary, 
instead of her usual diet of whodunits. So, two tragic 

adulteries?  
 
Across the road, a Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers film at the 
Roxy.  I come out late to a  moonlit night, then round the back 
of the library to collect my cycle. Faint sounds and a dim light 
within.  On tiptoe I can just reach the office window.  On the 
worn carpet, animal abandon. And desperation. Without his 
steel rims, how different he looks ! 

 
A week later, in his cosy boiler room, I’m enjoying a gasper with 
our janitor, Mr Barefoot. Discreet proletarian butlers, there’s 
not much the janitors of Pugthorpe Public Libraries don’t know. 
Apparently the pair have been “seeing one another” now for 
some ten years. A washed-out wife, three kids, money tight, and 
a heavy mortgage. And she’s in hock to a querulous and 
chronically sick old mother. “O God, why is life so harsh for 
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some ?”, I ask.  “It’s to teach us to grind our teeth down to the 
stumps, that’s what it is, laddie”.  Barefoot stubs out his 
Woodbine – hard. 
 

Old book cases 
bowed shelves. A tumble 

of reeling spines 
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The End of the Affair 

 
“Personal Effects” 

still clinging to each thing 
the person 

 

The exhibits are still there on my side table. They’re already 
looking reproachful.  There is the open handbag itself –- 
scarlet, flouncy and plastic, with a big brass clasp.  It was 
wedged behind some crumbling medieval stonework in the castle 
grounds.  I caught sight of it quite by accident. 
 
Condoms, a pair, plain & unribbed; 
Lipstick, red  and  full-on; 

Tampax ®; 
Pills – unidentified; 
Return half of Arriva Trains Wales ticket – Aberystwyth to 
Birmingham; 
Biro – “Not to be Removed from Reception”; 
Empty envelope, roughly torn open and bearing the scribbled 
legend  “Lucinda”: 

Shopping list in  careful copperplate, every item ticked; 
A Michelin  tyre-man  the key ring empty; 
ZIPPO lighter. 
 

No money, credit cards, mobile, and, alas ! no  silver plated 
Beretta 950 automatic  –- the favourite of lady spies and 

honey-traps. 
 

Deep inside 
the empty intimacy 
of powder and scent 
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Yes, I know what you’re thinking !  But what do you expect ? 
“Elderly & infirm”. Living alone in a little flat overlooking the grey 
Irish Sea. Oh, yes, I know now why people who have been burgled 
feel a sense of personal violation. 
 
Of course, I have done the decent things. Worked my way 
through three successive weeks of The Cambrian News, which 
lovingly and meticulously records every public misdemeanour in 

our little town.  And drawn a blank also at the police station. 
 
But I can’t have Lucinda living here with me any longer. It’s not 
healthy, is it? She might, after all, be a married lady…  But 
neither can I bear to have her put away in a tin “Unclaimed 
Goods” box. Heaven knows how long she’d languish there.  

 
And so, one moonless night, after a stiff drink, I return the 
handbag’s contents to their original chaos, adding a quartz stone 
for ballast, and securing the big brass clasp. And blow her a kiss 

for better luck. 
 

 Buried at sea 
a scarlet Splash 

a trail of bubbles….  
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Power Play, Role Play, Love Play 

 
“The Great Wave” 

and on a silken screen 
the play of cats 

 

School Speech Day: the platform party.  Iseult is distributing 
the prizes. The youngest Divisional Education Officer in our 
county, she is admired and feared. Beside her is the Chairman of 
Governors and Deputy Chairman of the Urban District Council. I 
know that man, though my beard long since turned grey.  And on 
the other side is that incompetent headmaster, Prothero. 
Together we have planned his professional assassination, 
scheduled for the next meeting of the Divisional Education 

Committee. For she and I are big beasts. 
 

Beyond the sagging gates 
bright barbed wire 

stretched taut 

 
Whether in committee, at a dinner party, or the county show, 
we play our public roles with gusto, marvelling at the weird 
deception. From time to time we ensure that we appear at odds, 
in the County Clarion.  Soon we no longer live our lives; powered 

by an exultant folly, our lives live us. 
 

 Edged with her Irish brogue, the sound of her voice in 
committee, her raven hair pinned up.  The sound of her voice in 
love, hair falling to her shoulders. Sprawling abandoned –- an 
empty pair of well pressed trousers.  Cast on the sofa, that 
smart pair of slacks, the socks still peeping out. 
 
Sometimes in her white Triumph Herald, at other times in 
my Volkswagen Estate  -- the one with the growling air-
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cooled engine -- we become intimate with the wilder parts of 
our county. 

 

Into the wood 
the broken gate 

flung open 
 

And we endow each other with all our other passions too. 
Reading Henry James and listening to Anton Bruckner, both 
once improbable, they give me pleasure still. 
 

Strolling among tombstones 
she unfolds 

the story of her life 
 

Her husband, on her birthday card propped on the mantelpiece, 
in that elegant italic of his:  
 
“Tranquil pleasures last the longest; we are not fitted to bear 
the burden of great joys.” 
 

And…. 
Disappearing path 
my sauntering wife 

hands clasped behind her back 
 

Now, I find myself in the town once more.  All are dead or gone.  
To the dreams and recollections of this uneasy stranger, 
everything is blank indifference. 
 

Alone in the County Park 
two gateless posts 

their long shadows 
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Song of the Saws 
 

Split ash of yesterday 
its white flesh 

already dull 

 
 Every winter she and I perform our private miracle of oak and 
ash, birch and hazel, pine and larch. This celebrates the 
twentieth performance.  How many more?  
 
Several living trees, each with its own stubborn, long-shaped 
personality, are transformed into two or three great bunkers of 

firewood.  In a twelvemonth these in turn become the winter 
warmth by which we live in our house of stone. And the end of 
the story is no more than a few buckets of ash to nourish a bed 
of leeks. 
 
What was once a Victorian barn is now warmed by what was a 
Victorian coppice wood. A frosty morning, past the abandoned 
chapel  and our long dead neighbours, across the sheep pasture, 

and into the wood, our second home. 
 

Her tense bow saw            His pitiless chainsaw 
the bite and rasp                screaming through knots and joints 
of its Swedish blade          muscle and bone 
 
Sawdust spray -- the big flakes made by a well sharpened saw. 
Except for cutting with the grain, when a luxurious curly crop 
piles up.  Down the slope we send the big logs rushing and 

leaping with such fierce energy that some jump the distant  
fence and  crash onto the  tarmac --  the post bus ambushed.  
But mostly we cut the timber into lengths just light enough to 
carry for stacking by the road. Each year the pieces grow 
smaller and lighter. Meanwhile, our saws are left to themselves. 
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Hooked on a branch                          On the forest floor 
the bow saw’s grinning row               the orange chainsaw 
of silver teeth                                  chattering and fussing 

 
With tractor and trailer our neighbours help haul the wood to 
our yard. Heavy work for two couples, lightened with laughter 
and chat. And bottles wedged in the departing trailer.  

 
Early spring the smoke still curls and drifts from our three 
hungry stoves devouring last winter’s labour, while a great 
tumbled stack rises outside our sitting room window. More 
sawing and splitting, as the different kinds of wood make their 
final gestures. 
 

Cross grained block of oak                The axe raised high 
scarred by my axe                             the ash flashes 
sapping my strength                          to the corners of the yard 
 
What remains is a mound of sawdust swept away in summer 
sunshine. She has wheeled the last load of firewood into the 
stable, to be stacked neatly in the stalls of farm horses. 

 
A long, ripe marriage 

   drumming logs into the barrow 
 our fire dance 
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“Look ! We Have Come Through !” 
(D. H. Lawrence} 

 

Trilogy from a Long Marriage 

 
1 – The Torrent 

 
All day the roar of burns in spate. Through the mist fierce 
white gashes appear on the mountain sides. After fording 
swollen streams we are already wet, cold, exhausted. Boxed in 
on the left by a loch veiled in rain, on the right by a line of 
cloud-topped cliffs.  
 

Ahead, through the falling light, the last and most formidable 
burn. And crouched high on the far bank is our refuge – a 
climbers’ bothy. 
 
Now the awesome power of white water, the clash of stones, 
the confusion of spray and mist.  Socks pulled off, boots back 
on and laced up hard over numbed feet. If we rope together 
there’s mutual support. But one may drag the other off his or 

her feet. The terror of sudden lift off, swept away down into 
the loch. We rope together. “Let’s go !” 

 
That night, sleeping bags touching, by a driftwood fire. 
 

Wafted away 
out of my depth 

a whisky sodden dream 
 

2 – The Thaw 

 
The rations from the Aragon side are all used up.  Always the 
same hacked off stale bread, hunks of ancient cheese, a few 
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inches of unchewable chorizo, and the whole washed down with 
sour wine smelling of its goatskin bag.  But now, far below, lies 
France, and that long dream of a six egg omelette aux fines 
herbes. 

 
The path down through the scree narrows and curves. “Assez 
raide mais pas difficile” –“Quite steep but not difficult”, says 
our Pyrenean  guide book  -- the kind of mountain men’s 
understatement we have learnt to dread. 

 
Lying in wait 

the treachery 
of ancient snow 

 
It lingers in a wide gully which we must cross, steepening to a 
thousand  metre drop and looking ready to go. Our faint path 
disappears beneath it, and there are no boot prints. Do we 
traverse it together?  If not, who’ll go first ? Widow? Or 

widower?  Holding our breath, together we tread lightly into 
our future. 
 
 

3 – The Squall 

 
It is a dreamlike morning, every detail doubled in the mirrored  
loch stretching away before us. At this end is the holiday 
cottage, with its enticing little boat.  At the far end, in this 
uninhabited wilderness, lies the “buried Jacobite treasure”.  
The little outboard motor putters contentedly the twelve miles 

to the head of the loch. After the picnic the treasure turns out 
to be love in the heather. 

 
We awake to an eerie light and a moaning wind funnelling 
through the mountains, lashing wild horses on the loch. 
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Frantically she bails; grimly he grasps the tiller.  Full throttle, 
but then –- 
 

In spluttered silence  
the trees on the shore 

sliding backwards 

 
She steadies him as, braced against the thwarts, he struggles 
to refill the tank. But next the starter cord snaps. Dipping and 
veering, the boat drifts side on to the squall and threatens to 
capsize  Suddenly, by some last minute miracle, the motor fires 

back into life.  The prow once more is swung into the wind, and 
the hand that isn’t steering takes the hand that isn’t bailing, 
and madly, madly we laugh. 
 
And now… 

In quiet woods 
among drifting leaves 

we cut our winter fuel 
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Haiku 
 
 
 

Freezing wind 

the dancing clothes 

stiffen into people 

 
 

 

 

 

 

She slows 

for our separate lives to cross 

in one bright moment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Startled again 

by that nonchalant scarecrow 

in her rain coat 
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She pauses on her phone 

so he can listen 

to the wind 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deep in nettles 

one kissing gate 

after another 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a dusty window 

IRONING WOMAN 

WANTED 
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Beneath the Lord’s Table 

the quiet witness 

of a maidenhair fern 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On time 

his usual train 

her usual kiss 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Studying her worn slippers 

the latest 

in a long marriage 
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On the towel rail 

hers pink; his blue 

the lodger’s 

loud check 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awed by The Rape of the Sabines 
“Now don’t you get ideas” 

she says 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From her place 

driving home late 

splashing through puddles 
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5 

 

The Stone Leeks 
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Bliss was it in that Dawn… 
 

 A young boy 
like spring 

after sixty years 
 

         --  Nagata Koi  
 
 

Youth’s diary 
in a flowing hand 

delights and follies  back to life 
 

Dropping the latch behind me, I look about with relish. Soft light 

and shadows. The snuffling, chewing, pissing, nickering. The 
stamp of a hoof. The plop of manure. The rattle of a manger 
chain through a ring. Prince, Bobby, Spitfire, Rosie, Bluffer and 
Hero. Our stable on a frosty night – the sweet, pungent smell of 
animal warmth. 
 
The Belvedere Livery Stables.  Proprietor: Major W. St.John 

Curtis, late Dragoon Guards, sometime student of Captain V.S. 
Littauer, Hungarian School of Cavalry, and apostle of the 
Forward Seat – enabling you to anticipate your horse’s  
intentions just a split second sooner. Bow legged, broken nosed, 
still six foot in his polished boots, despite his eighty years. His 
passion: to relive his memories. His means: we half dozen gilded 
youth. 
 

He taught us to ride the hard way. Without a saddle and falling 
off until we had developed  a strong seat. Helped by bare back 
wrestling.  Crack shots with our .22 carbines, he taught us 
cavalry drill, and how to slash and thrust with the heavy sabre. 
He taught us to scout, to ford the swift moorland rivers, to 
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spend long days in the saddle. Clattering home in the falling 
light, our pennon fluttering, sparks flying from the cobbles. 
 
We became strong and supple, skilful and totally fearless – 
Jung’s Golden Boys incarnate. The kind of band of brothers 
whose prowess was sung by the bards in more heroic and bloody 
times. Thermopylae ?  Why not?  
 

We were well known for our demonstrations at country shows. 
The gallop down the length of a showground, with an array of 
straw men at the far end. “There is no foot, except they be 
resolute, well trained and armed, that will not break before a 
charge of horse pressed home,” declares a seventeenth century 
manual.  But scarecrows are made of sterner stuff. 

 
Dexterously beheaded 
the line of scarecrows 

stand their ground 

 
Best of all  I recall the companionable solitude of horse and 
rider, venturing together through wild, forbidding  places. Of a 
midsummer survey of a line of reputedly haunted hill forts on a 
gaunt moorland ridge. When I bivouacked for the night I could 
never persuade Hero to allow himself to be hobbled within those 
turf ramparts. 

 

Whispering landscape 
 nerve ends quivering 
horse and rider one 

 
“There is no time – what is memory ?” Flowing through that 
ancient Chinese question, my sixty years since then. 
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Youthful hand 
fading through all my lives 

till I’m a stranger to myself 
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All’s Right on the Night 
 
All the world’s a stage and all the men and women merely players 

(William Shakespeare) 

 
The spotlight shifts 

the silence waits 
for me 

 
But first, the strange daytime of the theatre. This shadowy, 
womb-like place. This untidy, slumbering contrivance. 

 
Gilded nymphs and putti, mermaids and seahorses, swagger 
across the front of the dress circle of the Theatre Royal.  
Comic and tragic masks emblazon the civic box.  The orchestra 

pit is fanfared with drums and trumpets. Above “the gods” from 
whence the spotlights play a dusty Father Time. 
 
Flimsy scenery waits to be solidified by skilful lighting.  
Scrawled on the stage itself are the chalk marks from which 
the different actors will tonight declaim their lines. Scenes and 
parts of scenes are being rehearsed with an off-handed 
indifference. The director is slumped in the pit, slouch hat and 

hooded eyes. Alert, lethargic, others sit around and come and 
go. Stage-hands, lighting engineers and who-knows-what wander 
on and off the stage with easy familiarity. Disarmingly, they 
treat me as one of them. 
 
Backstage is a labyrinth of stairs and passageways. And here 
are the curtained wings, from which I shall shortly enter and 
exit. Stepping in a moment from a shadowed reality into a 

brightly-lit illusion. Beyond the footlights a sea of faces, a hush 
of expectation. The stage manager senses my anxiety: 
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Stand on your mark 
and say your lines 

that’s all 
 
 
 

“The gods” – the highest and cheapest seats in the theatre. 
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The Inkermans 
 

Come for a stroll through the Inkermans. They’re old enough to 
have developed a bit of character, and take an interest in the 
passer-by. Not like the new brick boxes, poor things, which don’t 
have much to say even to those who live in them. 

 
INKERMAN STREET is forlorn and unloved. All multi-
occupancy and buy-to-let.  Mid Victorian triumphalism gone 
to seed, the futile  Crimean battle long forgotten.  Lifted off 
their hinges, front gates rust behind unkempt hedges. The 
ruins of outbuildings are bright with rosebay willow herb 

 
Flats 1 to 5 
to every life 

its grubby bell push 

 
Plodding uphill, Inkerman Street becomes the long scowl of 
INKERMAN DRIVE. 

Hot black tar 
front gardens 

trouble free at last ! 
 
Instead of dandelions, four wheel drives with chrome bull bars. 
Lawson’s cypress conceals the patio heaters and on, the larch lap:  
“YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!” 
 

     Gratefully I turn the corner into INKERMAN CRESCENT, 
past the embossed GVIR letter box – that shy, stammering royal 
philatelist. 

Semi-detached -- 
the sharp line of paint 

where two colours meet 
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Starched gentility now. “STRICTLY PRIVATE” and “NO 
TURNING”.  Peeping over the  privet:  “Fox & Hare – Estate 
Agents & Valuers”  In the upstairs bay windows, ladies’ dressing 
table mirrors turn their dull backs on the world. But in the 
corner garden is a posse of busy, rubicund gnomes, winding up a 
non-existent well, and pushing a stationary, flower-filled barrow. 
However,  “THESE GNOMES ARE ALARMED.” A passing dog 
walker explains: “They get kidnapped and ransomed, y’ know – like 

in Iraq.”  
 
 Escape from the Crescent is by a sunny passageway past the 
tennis courts. In place of surveillance cameras,  “COMMIT NO 
NUISANCE” in rusty iron. And along a wall top, instead of razor 
wire, shards of Edwardian lemonade bottles set in cement.  Out 
into INKERMAN CLOSE  cul-de-sac , barge boarded, slated, 

and ivy-clad.  ELGAR VILLAS in warm moulded brick, with 
borders of marigolds, nasturtiums and lupins, pipe tobacco on 
the air, and the click of shears. And framed in the last house: 

 
Grave old cat 

his penetrating gaze 
all that needs saying 

 

    Then down another passage (“CYCLISTS  DISMOUNT”) and 
out into INKERMAN GROVE (Unadopted).  This is a bosky, 
unsurfaced road, with pot holes and raised manhole covers. Set in 
a yew hedge is an old “Tradesmen’s Entrance”.  Above are tall, 
candy twist jacobean chimney stacks and pre-raphaelite goblin 
windows. Everywhere a well-tended disorder. 
 

Arts & Crafts 

wild garlic 
and the light laughter 

of an old couple 
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“We Regret to Announce…” 
 

I hang out here most days. No one takes any notice of a scruffy 
old man wrapped in a Burberry raincoat that’s seen better days.  
It’s quite cosy hunched up by the steaming urn.  And the grimy 
gothic windows shut out most of the noise, where the diesels 

groan and idle. Even in a small station like ours there’s a bit of 
theatre. 
 

Brass rails, smoked glass 
 swing stage doors 

to platforms 3 and 4 
 

Bundled up in shapeless winter clothes, humping and dragging 

their baggage, they stagger in and out.  All day long the scrape 
and drag of plastic chairs and  tables, and the ringing of the till.  
A vacant glance around, then tea and cake.  Angry, anxious or 
resigned, most of them are really somewhere else. Over the 
loudspeaker come places where everyone would sooner be, 
together with “cancelled”, “running late” and “we regret the 
inconvenience”. Some, ear-plugged into anywhere else, stare 

vacantly ahead. Others seek solace by muttering to themselves 
“Hello ! Hello! I’m in the station buffet”.  The clock has a 
nervous tick: the minute hand clicks, then hesitates; click, 
hesitates, threatening any minute to stand still. 

 
Clutching cardboard cups 

 we struggle 
to connect 

 
The tacky notices on the walls hardly get a second glance. But, 
to the philosopher willing to miss a train or two, there are some 

that are deeply poignant. 
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Cling wrapped genoa cake 
“Each Slice 

as Fresh as the Next” 
 

So, the travellers come and go and fret and fume.  They really 
believe that this is just a staging post to somewhere else. 
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“Wear Your Catheter with Pride ! ” 
 

Sunny morning 
flowing through clear plastic 

the iridescent urine 
 

All sorts on the Urology Ward, with only one thing in common -- 
their  catheters. New patients are furtive. To have such an 
unnatural member dangling there so ridiculously from the end 

of your manhood. “Cheer up, mate ! Where you are, you bloody 
well are, so you may as well enjoy it !” 
 

Catheter holstered 
in his boxer shorts 

he swaggers down the ward 

 
A BUPA patient wanders in from the Private Wing. “I’m a  
trader in futures.” A bit of mock modesty, as the blokes crowd 
round to admire his elegant size 22 three-way French latex job. 
But most of all the nifty Flip-Flo ®, a little tap contrasting with 

our crude NHS vermilion spigots.  In no time there’s a Flip-Flo 
black market, smuggled in from the Private Wing.  In return we 
send in complimentary copies of the Catheter Clarion,  full of 
interesting stuff about the gold and silver catheters of Ancient 
China. Our Ward Laureate waxes lyrical: 
 

Flip-Flo click  
O grateful stream,  

Ecstasy of tinkling waters ! 

 
“ ‘ Ten – shun ! “ from the Top Bed. “Pre – sent – catheters! “ 
Mr Wotan, consultant urologist, sweeps in with his entourage. 
Polished stethoscope and swagger stick.  On every catheter bag 
is the owner’s face in black laundry marker, variously glum, 
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smiley or indifferent. No longer any need to ask “And how are 
we today, Mr Er… ?”  
 
Mr Wotan is a wine as well as a urine buff. Tells his students 
“the colour should not be that of a cheap Anjou rosé, like that 
one over there. But, ah !, this one, surely  a grand cru !”. 

 
Cheers ! 

A sparkling piss bag 
litre of champagne 

 
Finally, from shared frustrations, yearnings and dreams there 
arises the Cult of the Blessed Saint Katheta, celestial pole-
dancer and restorer of manhoods. 
 

Withered members – 
shrunken dreams 

wander on 

 

 
 

Note:  A (urethral) catheter is a hollow tube passed through the 
penis and into the bladder in order to drain urine. It may be 
provided with a tap, and connected to a leg or bedside collecting 

bag. 
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Costa Geriatrica 
 

Sun and sky 
a  bright and breezy 

way to go 
 

    Here in the sixth century Saint Tudno built his rough stone 
oratory for ascetic prayer, and gave his name to Llandudno. It 
is now a genteel resort, where the Grand, the Imperial, the 
Hydro, the King George and many more stand carefully 
preserved in pastel stucco. 
. 

“BOOTS ” and “OSTLER” 
bell pushes 

which no longer work 
 

However, the grim trio of sickness, old age and death are still 
muffled by deep pile carpets and the relentless keeping-up-of-
appearances 

Expensive and well-cut 
how they hang 

on these poor wasted clothes horses 
 
 “Well, can’t complain, you know –- must look on the bright side!”  
Tartan rugs are tucked firmly in. The polite young Welsh 
waitresses and hotel staff are adept at jollying the customers 
along. 
 
    Stretched between the headlands of the Great Orme and 

the Little Orme lies the elegant curve of the promenade. Wheel 
chairs and walking sticks in endless cavalcade. Electrically 
propelled ancients whiz about like pond skaters. After sixty-
five years I can promenade my own nostalgia. The  St Seiriol , 

with its raked yellow funnels, steaming in from Liverpool Bay, 
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with the band playing.  Deck chairs striped like my dad’s 
pyjamas or the ribbon round his straw boater. Noisy day 
trippers flood onto the pier – “Not our class”, says my mother.  
In widowhood she outlives a succession of genteel fortune 
hunters before bone cancer finally gets her. 
 
   Come the evening, then as now, out to “a show” – a therapeutic 
trip down Memory Lane. The Pier Pavilion, the Arcadia, or, on a 

warm summer’s evening, the Happy Valley Open Air Theatre. 
“The Home Front – Songs & Sounds of the Second World War”.  
And still they foxtrot at the thés dansants at the Palais  
Ballroom.  
 

Well-bred laughter 
growing  brittle 

in the narrowing life 

 
Tea time is another grateful ritual.  At Habits tearooms and 

terrace the regulars are at their favourite tables selecting 
their favourite cakes. The trolleys are pushed by pert 
waitresses in black, with starched white pinafores and lace 
head dresses. A frail but perky old fellow limps from his wheel 
chair to enjoy his daily peach melba.  Opposite, at a corner 
table, a hard faced but characterful woman stirs her Earl Grey 
tea. Bone china and purple eye shadow -- she knows a thing or 
two. Old age is not for softies. Her husband sits hunched 

opposite, their silence proclaiming a marriage long outlived. 
 

Navy blazer 
jaws clenched 

he stares into the blue beyond 

 
Unseen, but right before him, floats Saint Tudno’s seagull, 
sunlight through its wings.  
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Epiphany 

 
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge ? 

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information ? 
(T.S.Eliot - The Rock) 

 

The open door of the shabby little Hotel de la Gare.  The 
municipal street washer has just clattered over the cobbles, 
freshening the air before the sun gets up. On their way to 
work, the locals drop in for a petit noir or a shot of something 
stronger.  Hands are briefly shaken all round. Even the solitary 
touriste anglais,  dunking his croissant in his bowl of coffee.  No 
one says much.  A new and unrepeatable day is on its way. 

 
Morning brightness 

sipping 
coffee’s bitter edge 

 
Listlessly I flip the bible paper pages of the Guide Bleue. 
Things to see and do. Something significant might be missed. 
You never know. 
 

Among the natives of the town were Pierre Magnol 
(1638-1715), who conceived the idea of plant 
classification; and A J Balard (1802-1876) who 
discovered bromine in 1826. 
The cathedral dates mainly from the 13C (transepts). 
Some good 14C glass is preserved, together with murals 
of 1347 in some chapels. The 14C cloister contains some 
sculptural fragments. 
 

 Enough !  Enough !  I thrust guide book and street plan firmly 

back into my travelling bag and close the zip.  Now a mere 
flâneur,  I stroll round the town gallery again; always the same 
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favourites. Chewing their cud, in their heavy gilt frame, Albert 
Cuyp’s sunlit cows.  After the coach tours have departed, I 
sneak into the cathedral. 

 
In the cage of stone and glass 

the long echo 
of a dropped camera 

 
Come the evening, off to a favourite brasserie for a biere 
blonde and  badinage with the barmaid. En route there is a 
certain ancient door, this time unlocked. 

 
Chapel of the Black Penitants 

a lonely Christ 
hangs in his silence 

 
In the dim light I find a stone seat and sit with him in the cold. 
 

Next day to the one town on the railway that gets scarcely a 
mention in the guide. As soon as I get off a gritty metallic tang 
catches my throat.  And there’s no tourist office. Only the 
huge, ugly church of an industrial  Christianity.  The interior 
shelters a dozen or more migrant families. 
 

Beneath the stony gaze of saints 
homeless 

on a mosaic floor 
 

Outside, among  pollarded plane-trees, a travelling fair is in full 
swing. 
 

A merry-go-round 
of  painted horses 
up-and-down we go 
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Two High Backed Chairs 

 
By firelight 

The Lives of the Saints 
bound in leather 

 

In our black robes we have filed back from Evensong across the 
cathedral close. “You should come more often”, says the canon, 
who welcomes our Zen retreat in the Deanery.  I leave the 

candle-lit meditation hall to prepare for interviews here in the 
library. Pale evening light filters through the tall Georgian 
windows, and the sandalwood incense wafts a different odour of 
sanctity. On a side table the Goddess of Compassion raises her 
hand in blessing above a box of Kleenex tissues.   
 

Wind scoured beach 
to every tiny pebble 

its tail of sand 
 

JackJackJackJack    
 
Young and earnest, all in black, he pads in, sporting a martial 
arts t-shirt. His designer stubble is well maintained and he 
takes us both very seriously.  I try him with a few playful 
sallies, but he hangs on to his shop lifted goods. A nice lad in a 
Zen mask, taken in for further questioning. 

 
In its little cage 
a clockwork bird 

wound up 
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JaneJaneJaneJane    
 

Halting steps, a timid knock, a growl of welcome. Thin and 
anxious, her clothes dowdy, her hair lank. Life frightens her. 
But she is brave enough to come here.  She and I, we take a 
kindly interest in her fear. She loves William Blake. “Joy and 
woe are woven fine”. A wan smile lights up her face;. she will be 
alright. 
 

DavidDavidDavidDavid    
 

The stride of a well-established  self.  He has a degree in 
Buddhism and goes on about Zen. His  Japanese pronunciation is 
impressive. I stare at his highly polished shoes and wait until 

he’s finished.  We shall have to turn out his pockets, to discover 
where he keeps his anger, his fear, and, hopefully, his love. I 
discover he is having difficulties at home, so we start there. 

Climbing steeply 
through storm clouds 

fly on the window 

 
AmyAmyAmyAmy    

 
Red salopettes and long blond hair. The way she moves, she 
knows a thing or two. She also knows that I know she’s just 
called in to share the cosmic joke, or something of that sort.  
Playfully, I try to test her sense of humour to destruction, but 

we end up laughing again. 
 

My false teeth mug 
filled to overflowing 

with her yellow flowers 
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MarthaMarthaMarthaMartha 
 

Sensibly dressed and impaled on virtue.  She has so much to do. 
Peace and justice. Children and aged parents. A husband, too.  
And enlightenment on top of all that. I invited her to reflect on 

the fact that Nothing matters; everything matters  -- which is 
also giving her a hard time. However, she has taken up singing.  
There is a singing woman deep inside. But still, as yet… 

 
Round and round 

the squirrel woman 
in the wheel she’s made 

 
Martha’s the last one for tonight. In the silence the cathedral 
clock gathers its strength and strikes ten times, each stroke a 

little less than perfect.  Tears spring in my eyes.. 
 

Where sweet water 
meets the rising tide 

a tang of salt 
 
 
 
Any resemblance to any specific person is wholly coincidental. 
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Bitter Joy 

 
Perhaps it is the rare east wind that shuffles the cards and 
puts a spell on this day.  For here it is the westerlies that have 
shaped everything – even states of mind. There’s something 
unnerving about smoke blowing backwards. And my neighbour’s 

Red Dragon worn to a frazzle with flapping all morning in the 
wrong direction. 
 
Through loud woods an arthritic climb to the Llew Goch – our 
two-tongued Red Lion. Smoke down the chimney and the 
regulars quieter than usual.  Lunch at my corner table.  
 

The cawl’s so thick 

my spoon’s  bolt upright 
the barmaid’s mocking smile 

 
I opt for the steeper and wilder way home.  Still up to it. 
Turned up collar, hands deep in pockets, I take the path along 
the margin where meadow gives way to marsh. Treading 
carefully between past and future.  

 
Yellow gorse 

sweet sickly scent 
of memory 

 
The bleat of newborn lambs, who think it’s always like this. And 
dying beside the stream a pregnant ewe.   
 

At my voice 
she turns to me 

two crow black sockets 
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I say some kind of blessing.  Her Eurotag M578  puts me in 
mind of my own measured going. The monthly blood tests 
plotted on graph paper. 

Mortality 
spelt out 

in small blue squares 
 

Snakes and ladders. Cat and mouse.  Both of us playful, but it’s 

the cat who has time on her side. And time, time is the climbing 
of this path through young larches, livid green with yet another 
year of life. Higher still the plantation has been shattered by 
wind-throw  -- a consternation of uprooted and dismasted 
trees. But some stout oldsters with a stronger grip still thresh 
about.  

Twisted grey larch 

on its veined roots 
I brace myself  

 
Breaking out on top, a sheep track threads through the bracken 
to the boundary wall. 
 

Unlatched mountain gate 
itself alone 

swinging and swaying in the wind 
 

With beating heart, breasting the head of the pass, all of a 

sudden my own wooded valley below, with its winding river and 
scattered farms. 
 

Blown on a cold wind 
this rain 

of bitter joy 
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The Project 

 
Rising eight hundred feet from the sheep-scattered pastures, 
oak, ash and birch, how skeletal and delicate they look, under  
rolling clouds, and framed in the study window.   

 

Pink multi file 
the worn elastic 

snapped  
 

Dog-eared foolscap of eleven sections. For a paper man a 
cardboard grave. Still filled with the previous project, a 
workshop on the Three Heavenly Messengers of Sickness, Old 
Age, &  Death. What a jolly group that was – all things 

considered. The paper for recycling, but the leftover paper 
clips into the “Cough Lozenges” tin. After nearly eighty years 
what a relief to stick on a new label and to write, with the bold 
flourish of self-deception:  “END GAME”. 

 
Long corridor 
the shadow 

shackled to each foot 

 
A lifetime muffled in projects.  At age ten, a plan and elevation 
for a toy fort. The battleship grey filing cabinet stuffed full.  
And so many “gone away; return to sender”: 
 

 The last address book -- 
spread across dead friends 
 blankets of correction fluid 

 

Bulldog clips grasp Co-op cheque stubs, and, in a marbled box, 

certificates, diplomas and degrees in imitation parchment. Old 
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passport photos portray a sinister-looking succession, each 
pleading his lifelong lawsuit against reality. 
 

Yellow telegram 
the pasted strips of text 

my father’s death 
 

I laugh at my own funeral oration, so solemnly intoned and 
recorded when a precocious forty year old.  Poking charred 
diaries.  A lifetime of stories told to myself, one as good as 
another. Knock, knock. Is there anyone there? 
 

Old summer house 
settling out of true 

to how it needs to be 
 
Finally, the sending out of invitations to the Graceful Exit 
Party. From that celebratory wake I alone shall depart sober. 
And, on the back door, hammer the bottom line of a closed 
book: 

Winter twilight 
cutting timber by the Rheidol 

all there is to know 
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Haiku 
 
 

 
On the swing 

back and forth 

this short life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A child’s headstone 

cut deep 

in Caslon Old Face 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the empty clothes line 

the lightness 

of this shapeless day 
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In the summer house 

lashed by autumn rain 

a wintry sadness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second after second 

flicked away 

by a thin red finger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Against a huge sky 

an express train 

speeds me to my death 
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Sitting in my winter house 

a springless Jack 

in a fragile box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stillness – 

breakfast alone 

with a quietly plodding clock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Across the bald hill 

cloud shadows drift 

all said and done 
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